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User-Centered Computer Aided Language LearningIdea Group Publishing, 2006
In the field of computer aided language learning (CALL), there is a need for emphasizing the importance of the user. User-Centered Computer Aided Language Learning presents methodologies, strategies, and design approaches for building interfaces for a user-centered CALL environment, creating a deeper understanding of the opportunities and...
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Project Portfolio Management: A Practical Guide to Selecting Projects, Managing Portfolios, and Maximizing BenefitsJossey-Bass, 2005

	Project Portfolio Management (PPM) goes beyond the typical project management approach to offer a set of proven business practices that can help executives, program managers, and project managers bring projects into alignment with the strategies, resources, and executive oversight of the overall enterprise.  Step by step,...
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Data Mining: The TextbookSpringer, 2015

	This textbook explores the different aspects of data mining from the fundamentals to the complex data types and their applications, capturing the wide diversity of problem domains for data mining issues. It goes beyond the traditional focus on data mining problems to introduce advanced data types such as text, time series, discrete sequences,...
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Dreamboat on Word: Word 2000 Word 2002 Word 2003 (On Office series)Holy Macro! Books, 2004
This book demonstrates Microsoft Word's frequently missed tools and the proper way to use new, existing tools. Coverage includes safe fonts, sharing templates, styles and toolbars, creating paper/paperless forms, and much more.

Written for intermediate- to expert-level Microsoft Word users, this book demonstrates frequently missed tools...
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Relativistic Reality: A Modern View (Knots and Everything, Vol 12)World Scientific Publishing, 1998
This book has its origins in my leaving applied physics in 1969 to teach at a small college and ponder the foundations of physics without pressure, even if with limited time caused by a heavy teaching load. Richard Feynman had lectured weekly during the two years I spent at Hughes Labs in Malibu, after graduating from Engineering Physics at...
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Apple Pro Training Series: Aperture 1.5Peachpit Press, 2006
Now fully updated for version 1.5, this comprehensive book-DVD combo starts with the basics of image management and takes you step by step all the way through Aperture's powerful photo-editing, image-retouching, proofing, publishing, and archiving features. Version 1.5's new features are completely covered, including the new image editing tools,...
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Quantifying and Controlling Catastrophic RisksAcademic Press, 2008
The perception, assessment and management of risk are increasingly important core principles for determining the development of both policy and strategic responses to civil and environmental catastrophes. Whereas these principles were once confined to some areas of activity i.e. financial and insurance, they are now widely used in civil and...
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Introduction to Search Engine Optimization: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	
		Don't be intimidated by all the search engine optimization (SEO) tools out there. You will start out learning about keywords and the importance of quality content and then walk through incremental steps as you try out the tools and master the tips and strategies. If you are completely new to search engine optimization and you want...
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Apache Solr: A Practical Approach to Enterprise SearchApress, 2015

	Build an enterprise search engine using Apache Solr: index and search documents; ingest data from varied sources; apply various text processing techniques; utilize different search capabilities; and customize Solr to retrieve the desired results. Apache Solr: A Practical Approach to Enterprise Search explains each essential...
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Apple Pro Training Series: AperturePeachpit Press, 2006
The only Apple-certified guide to Aperture, Apple’s revolutionary  application for managing, editing, and archiving digital photographs! This  comprehensive book-DVD combo starts with the basics of image management and  takes you step by step all the way through Aperture’s powerful  photo-editing, image-retouching, proofing, publishing,...
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO) SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book is for the SEO who already knows the basics of SEO and wants
	to take this knowledge to the next level so that they can make more money.
	In the SEO industry, the best way I have found to do this is to do SEO
	consulting.


	Tips, tricks, and little-known methods used by professional SEO consultants to rank in some of...
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Structured Peer-to-Peer Systems: Fundamentals of Hierarchical Organization, Routing, Scaling, and SecuritySpringer, 2012

	The field of structured P2P systems has seen fast growth upon the introduction of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) in the early 2000s. The first proposals, including Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, were gradually improved to cope with scalability, locality and security issues. By utilizing the processing and bandwidth resources  of end users, the...
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